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POODLES (STANDARD).

JUDGE: Mr. Desmond J. Murphy


21 ESSENCE AUTUMN HILLS GOGETTER PR 21491401. 12-14-18

A 23 PAGEANTRY'S IRRESISTIBLE ASSET PR 21362901. 10-27-18

24 AURORA'S LIBERTY BELLE RINGS PR 21379104. 12-03-18

25 TIVIN KAYLEN MAGIC DANCE PR 21316101. 10-29-18

A 26 APIELE FIREFLY PR 21286902. 11-08-18

27 APIELE EARTH WIND N FIRE PR 21286901. 11-08-18

A 28 MAGIC HOUR'S ENERGIZE PR 21390901. 10-19-18

BPB 29 STORY BOOK LOVESONG PR 21409904. 11-08-18

30 ELKRIDGE HERE COMES THE SUN FU 790456CAN. 10-30-18
By Delphinium's Lord Benson - Ch Delphinium's It's Charlie's Song. Owner: Paul & Jennifer Berry, Broad Valley MB, CN R0C 0K0. Breeder: Paul & Jennifer Berry & Elkridge.

A 31 CHARIS MISTER PERFECT PR 215796. 12-16-18

A 32 CHARIS IT'S NOT ME IT'S YOU PR--215796. 12-16-18

33 TIVIN THUNDER DANCER AT BALFOX PR 21316103. 10-29-18
These dogs/owners have made a contribution with their entry to the Star Dogs for the AKC Canine Health Foundation.